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Welcome to the Success Community
Join the conversation
Engage directly with Salesforce experts.
Hear from MVPs and other customers.
Access all you need to achieve success:
•

Content and resources

•

Circles of Success and webinars

Release Readiness

Access the Success
Community today!
salesforce.com/success

Lightning Now
Getting Started
Premier Central

Forward-Looking Statements
Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995:
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. If any such uncertainties materialize
or if any of the assumptions proves incorrect, the results of salesforce.com, inc. could differ materially from the results expressed or implied by
the forward-looking statements we make. All statements other than statements of historical fact could be deemed forward-looking, including any
projections of product or service availability, subscriber growth, earnings, revenues, or other financial items and any statements regarding strategies or
plans of management for future operations, statements of belief, any statements concerning new, planned, or upgraded services or technology
developments and customer contracts or use of our services.
The risks and uncertainties referred to above include – but are not limited to – risks associated with developing and delivering new functionality for our
service, new products and services, our new business model, our past operating losses, possible fluctuations in our operating results and rate of growth,
interruptions or delays in our Web hosting, breach of our security measures, the outcome of any litigation, risks associated with completed and any
possible mergers and acquisitions, the immature market in which we operate, our relatively limited operating history, our ability to expand, retain, and
motivate our employees and manage our growth, new releases of our service and successful customer deployment, our limited history reselling nonsalesforce.com products, and utilization and selling to larger enterprise customers. Further information on potential factors that could affect the financial
results of salesforce.com, inc. is included in our annual report on Form 10-K for the most recent fiscal year and in our quarterly report on Form 10-Q for
the most recent fiscal quarter. These documents and others containing important disclosures are available on the SEC Filings section of the Investor
Information section of our Web site.
Any unreleased services or features referenced in this or other presentations, press releases or public statements are not currently available and may not
be delivered on time or at all. Customers who purchase our services should make the purchase decisions based upon features that are currently available.
Salesforce.com, inc. assumes no obligation and does not intend to update these forward-looking statements.

Game Plan
ü Share your successes.
ü Ask questions.
ü Succeed together.

Agenda
•

Introductions

•

Development Best Practices

•

Configuration Best Practices

•

Coding Best Practices

•

Key Takeaways & Wrap-Up

Key items of Technical Governance
Understand all of Salesforce Best Practices
• Development
• Configuration
• Coding
However everything needs designed!

What Brought You to This Circle Today?
Common Salesforce Technical Governance questions. What are yours?
Why is Configuration better
than writing Code?
Salesforce offers many
options for Business
Process?

Configuration is only for
Administrators not
Professional Developers?

Why do I need to test
my Visualforce pages
for security?
What are Salesforce Best
Practices wrt to
Configuration and Coding?

Why do I need
Coding
Standards?

The Key Elements of a Salesforce Governance Framework
Center of
Excellence

Org Strategy

•

Center of Excellence (CoE)
The process of managing governance.

•

Change Management
Processes to manage the overall program or project
lifecycle: from collecting Business requirements to
moving code from development through production.

•

Org Strategy
Designing and structuring the foundational “Orgs” or
areas where the customer’s Salesforce applications will
reside and run.

•

Technical Governance
Guiding principles for effectively developing the
technical aspects of Salesforce.

Change
Management

Technical
Governance

Everything Works Together With Salesforce
Backlog

Release
Management

Development Process
Sprint

Ideas

Developers
Business
Backlog

• Code or
Configure
• Unit Test
• Migration Scripts

Testing

Environmental Management
Agile Methodology

Break-Fix

User
Acceptance
Testing

Production

The Software Development Lifecycle

Users

•

Stakeholders

Processes and Roles
•

Business Process

•

Technology Process
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Delivering
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•

Technology
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Business

•

Delivery

•

Support and Training

Tooling
•

Platform

•

Metadata

•

Migration

Development Best Practices
It all starts with design

Salesforce Architecture
The Salesforce platform is based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern:

Model

Controller

Objects (standard,
custom, and external)

Application logic

View

User interface (web client
and the Salesforce1
Mobile App)

Design
Considerations

Salesforce
Capabilities

It starts with Design, Design, Design.
Design Principles:
•

Data Model.

•

Configuration First.

•

80/20 rule.

•

Personas.

•

KIS (Keep it Simple).

Remember the overall Process:
•

Design, Develop (Configuration & Code), TEST

Design Challenges & Consideration
•

Lack of understand of the scope of the configuration capabilities.

•

Developer background, jump into code, mindset of writing code.

•

Code should be review to see if it can be replaced by configuration.

•

Design: ensuring during the sprint sufficient time is spent designing the system.

•

80/20 rule “go fast and iterate.

•

Over configuration: Sometimes a small amount of code improves the overall maintainability of the
system.

•

Understanding the availability of possible components within the AppExchange:
•

Buy of Build strategy.

•

Understanding Salesforce roadmap.

•

Think long term maintainability.

Learn more about the Challenges

Configuration or Coding?
Configuration

Coding

• Build a data model.

• Triggers

• User interface

• Controllers

• Reporting

• Classes

• Business logic:

• Custom UI

• Formulas
• Validation rules
• Workflows
Advantages

• A custom UI may require Apex code.
• Time to market
• Declarative testing
• Complex systems – declarative

• Strong versioning

• Maintainable

Disadvantages

Disadvantages

• Business analysts and professionals
• Programmers

• Flexibility

• Scalable

• You don’t need to be a programmer.

• Skill sets:

Advantages

• Can be reused.

• Fast

Challenges

• Security
• Large data volumes

• Can get complex.
• Technical debt
• Testing

• Fixed UI
• Can get complex.
• Advanced business logic
• Testing

Best Practices Tips:
•

Push declarative testing to the limit.

•

Remember: “80 percent is good enough.”

Configuration Best Practices
What do I need to do to adhere to Salesforce best practices

Configuration
Principles
•
•

•

•

Verify that the user story can be
delivered via configuration only.
Ask can the User story be simplified
so it can be delivered via
configuration only.
Check if an AppExchange / Lightning
component can be used to deliver the
user story.
If the user story going to use Code,
the Architect Design Board should
review.

Advantages
•

Cost and time.

•

Maintenance.

•

Complexity and Scalability.

•

Update Path.

•

Usability and User Productivity.

•

Ability to adopt new enhancements
from Salesforce quicker.

Model - Objects
Objects
• Standard Objects.
• Custom Objects
• External Objects

Consideration

Best Practice

• Remember your corporate data
model.

• Do not over customise
Standard Objects.

• Review design before creating
lots of custom fields.

• Object name should be self
explanatory and follow a
standard naming conversion.

• Check if there’s a standard
object available.
• Long-term maintainability is
more cost effective than
keeping object count down.

• Limit Customer fields to less
that 100:
• Consider a secondary child
custom object.
• UI design manageable.
• Simplifies testing.

Best Practices Tip: Always consider your data model and architectural before creating a new Object.
.

View - User interface
Out of the Box User interface
•

Recommended in early system
releases use the standard UI
•

•
•

Custom User interface
•

Visualforce
•

Custom controller or Controller
extension

•

Testing of Apex controller

•

HTML development

•

Testing of HTML, security,
multiple browsers

Is it good enough

If advanced capabilities required,
keep for future releases
Go fast and iterate

•

Best Practices Tip: Remember is it good enough.

Lightning Component

Controller - Application Logic
Configuration

Code

•

Validation Rules

•

Classes

•

Formulas

•

Trigger

•

Workflow Rules

•

Lack of knowledge of Configuration

•

Approval Processes

•

Visual Workflow

•

Process Builder

Best Practices Tip: Remember is it good enough.

Configuration or Code
Configuration

Code

•

Validation Rules

•

Classes

•

Formulas

•

Trigger

•

Workflow Rules

•

Lack of knowledge of Configuration

•

Approval Processes

•

Visual Workflow

•

Process Builder

Best Practices Tip: Always during the design can it be done via Configuration.

Tools
Process Builder

Visual Workflow

Multiple if/then statements

Complex

Workflow
A single if/then statement

Approvals
A single if/then statement

Complexity
Visual designer
Browser support

yes

yes

no

no

All (Chrome recommended)

All (Safari not recommended)

All

All

Record is changes

•
•
•
•

Starts when

Supports time-based actions
Supported user interaction

Yes

User clicks button or link
User accesses custom tab
Process starts
Apex is called
Yes
Yes

Record is changed

Yes

• User clicks button or link
• Process or flow starts that
includes a “Submit for
Approval” action
• Apex is called

Coding Best Practices
What do I need to adhere to Salesforce best practices

Development Practices
Enforce and Educate

Remember

•

Publish and Distribute Development
Process and Guidelines.

•

Awareness creates smoother
operations.

•

Publish Code best practices, Testing
Methodology.

•

Increased communication allows
level setting.

•

Educate resources on Technology and
Tools.

•

Good development practices drives
long-term maintainability.

•

Enforce regular and often testing to
mitigate risks.

•

•

Enforce accountability.

Developer & Developer Pro Sandbox
contain no data, remember you need
to load data via test classes or data
loader.

Best Practices Tip:
1.

Enforce policy to sync code with version control (Daily)

2.

Periodic code reviews (All code should be reviewed before QA are engaged)

.

Application Approach
•

Design, design, design.

•

Try to use out-of-the-box functionality to map your
requirements.

•

Minor modifications to requirements can significantly
reduce a development effort.

•

Configure before writing Apex code.

•

Try the least complex customization first.

•

Remember: The more time you spend designing a
subapplication, the easier implementation and system
maintenance can be.

•

Try to use the standard UI (Aura). This will help reduce
Apex/Visualforce requirements.

•

Try to use controller extensions. It takes considerable
effort to develop and test a complete controller.

Code Reviews
All code to be reviewed by peers before its passed over to test:
•

Verify it adheres to Documentation standards.

•

Coding best practice has been applied.

•

To check if code could be replaced (part) by configuration.

Release Manager (delegate) code spot checks should be made before it release into
Production:
•

Independent of the Scrum team.

Common Issues
Triggers:
• When declarative validation rules and workflow rules cannot meet your requirements.
• Can become complex very quickly.

 Batch Apex:
• Use batch Apex to modify records within Salesforce by iterating over the results of query.
• Query for all the records by Id first, and then in each batch query for additional fields related to each record.
• Make sure you performance test to ensure that it will run in appropriate time.
• You can make web service calls using this method but be careful to prototype your solution before confirming this
solution, as Force.com is not an ETL tool.

Prevent Complexity:
• Using triggers to start batch apex (limited to 5 concurrent batch apex jobs).
• Creating complex triggers that overlap multiple business processes that become too complex to change or to
maintain in the future.
• Over using @future and relying on it running in a specific time period.

Coding Conventions
Remember good software development policies:
•

Naming conventions that have meaningful names and even consider:
• Hungarian eg intMyAge.
• CamelCase eg MyAge.

•

Upper case for constant variables.

•

Properly indent and comment the code.

•

•

Apex Classes should not be longer that 400 lines:
• Break the complex code into simpler, digestible pieces.
• This improves maintainability and quality.
Apex Methods should not be longer that 100 lines.

Declare all variables at the beginning of each class.
All instance variables must be declared either private or protected.
A class should have limited public variables except 'final' or 'static final‘.
Try to avoid public variables where possible.
All code should have Try-catch blocks.

We Help You Navigate the Wealth of Salesforce Resources
Adoption Webinars

Getting Started Resources

Live interactive sessions with
adoption experts

Videos, in-app walkthroughs, and
webinars to get you started right

Lifelong
Success
Plan

Basic Tutorials
How-to videos

Getting Started Community
Collaboration with application
experts

Circles of Success

Getting Started Workbook

Small group best practice sessions with
customers and Salesforce experts

Step-by-step guide to plan your
implementation

Premier Success Plan Customers

Accelerators
Deliver customerdefined business
outcomes

Premier Community
Exclusive community content

On Demand
Training Catalog
Self-paced learning for
users and admins

24/7 Developer
Support
Get support fast,
when you need it

Premier +
Administration Services
Our admins under
your direction

Premier Success Drives Salesforce ROI
Reported increase over Standard Success Plan customers

The ROI is based on a customer survey conducted by independent, third-party Market Tools.
All other metrics are based on Premier customer metadata.

Go to Help &
Training to sign up.

Top Accelerators
Our most popular Accelerators for small- and medium-sized businesses
Sales and Service Clouds

Einstein Analytics Cloud

•

Salesforce Utilization Scorecard

•

Sales Analytics Starter Kit

•

Salesforce Data Backup and Management Quickstart

•

Einstein Analytics Platform Quickstart

•

Lightning Configuration Quickstart

•

Service Analytics Quickstart

Sales Cloud

Mobile

•

Getting Started with Sales Cloud

•

Salesforce1 Mobile Starter Kit for Field Sales

•

Drive Competition with Sales Cloud Leaderboard

•

Salesforce1 Mobile Personalization

Marketing Cloud
Journey Builder Base

Accelerators available as of March 1, 2017

Service Cloud
Service Cloud Dashboards

Target Resources to Help You
Trying to Get Started or Achieve More? We have resources for your success!
Premier Resources
Online Training*

Journey Resources
Get the Basics

• Administration Essentials for
Experienced Admins

Learn the process of developing and deploying applications with
Salesforce.

Configuration Services*

Go Further

• Access a certified team to
maintain your Salesforce
solution

Learn about development, config,
and coding best practices.

Accelerators*

Get advice and answers from
Salesforce experts and customers.

• Sandbox Design
• Introduction to Salesforce
Development Lifecycle
*Offered to Premier customers only – learn more about Success Plans

Discuss

For more best practices resources,
visit the Improve Efficiency with Salesforce Application
Management Journey.

Whitepapers
Introduction to SDLC
Agile Development
Environmental Management
Best Practices
Coding Standards
Release Management
Testing Strategy
Citizen Development
Whitepapers available via the Improve
Efficiency with Salesforce Application
Management Journey.

Wrap-Up

Tell us how we did and
complete our survey.

